ABODE Volunteer Opportunities

Volunteer opportunities at ABODE are many. When new volunteers come into ABODE. we
try to gauge their interests and preferences. If you have special skills or training, please let us
know. Here are some of the more common opportunities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Guest Services
Meals and Meal Preparation
Yard Work
Laundry
Cleaning
Helping Navigators
Special Events
Office/Administrative
Other
All of the Above

Guest Services
This is an opportunity to work directly with our Guests. Our biggest opportunity is to make
our Guests feel welcome, safe and secure. Volunteers may find themselves reading to our
Guests, playing games, bringing food and drink or just fluffing their pillows or getting an
extra blanket. You may be asked to help them to the toilet or to another chair. A lot of our
Guests love company and welcome the chance to just talk, so you will need to be a good
listener. Sometimes just your presence sitting in silence and holding their hand are what
they need most. You will learn to identify signs of pain and you will notify the End of Life
Navigator on duty. You will always defer to the Navigators when it comes to ABODE Guests.
Meals and Meal Preparation
If you like to cook or prepare food, this is the job for you. Volunteers should be attuned to the
Guest’s situation when it comes to food and drink. Some Guests come to ABODE with a
normal or healthy appetite and some may not be eating at all. Some have diet restrictions or
allergies. Some may have lost their teeth and require a soft diet. You may be asked to simply
help prepare a meal or do the actual cooking and serving of the meal. When cooking food
for Guests, please realize their ability to eat (even normal) quantities of food may be
diminished. Don’t assume what they want or how much. Ask them what they feel like
eating. After you learn what they want, you may have to be creative and resourceful. Learn
what we stock in the pantry and the two refrigerators at ABODE. Learn where the utensils,
bowls and pans are kept. If we do not have what the Guests are requesting, offer alternatives
and make note to add items to our shopping list. Be sure the Guest can reach the food and
drink, if they are eating from their bed. Be prepared to feed them if they are unable to eat on
their own. Feeding should be at their own pace. When Guests are finished, take the plates,
glasses and utensils to the kitchen.
If a Guest has family present at or during mealtime at ABODE, feel free to offer and fix a
simple meal like soup. You can ask them to serve themselves and eat at the dining table.

They can always help themselves to the coffee, tea or hot chocolate in the kitchen. If there
are cookies or cakes available, you’re welcome to put them out and help yourself!
Kitchen cleanup is part of the job. Volunteers will learn how to rinse dishes and glasses and
load and operate the dishwasher. Food waste does not go down the disposal. (Check the
sink disposal screens.) It goes into the trash. When the dishwashing cycle is complete, place
the clean dishes and glasses away where they belong. Keep the kitchen clean and neat.
Have fun!
Yard Work
The grounds at ABODE need care and maintenance. Volunteers can help with trimming,
raking, watering, planting and landscaping. During the spring, planting and trimming
become important. In the summer months, watering the plants and flowers become
important, especially along the wall of the wildflower garden, just outside the Guests’ rooms.
Volunteers can feel free to water at anytime (log in your name and date near the kitchen
door, if you water), but trimming, planting and landscaping should be coordinated with
ABODE staff. From time to time there will be special workdays for projects like these.
ABODE has some tools but feel free to bring your own, if you wish. Landscaping projects can
involve planting trees, shrubs and flowers, but can also include trail maintenance and
chopping/cutting wood and gathering stones from around the property.
Laundry
With three Guests, the need for clean clothes, bedding, blankets and towels each day are
always needed. Each room has its own hamper that can be taken to the laundry room for
washing. Volunteers will learn the operation of the large capacity washer and dryer in the
laundry room. You’ll learn where the detergent, bleach, and softener are kept and how much
to use.
Once the laundry from the room’s hamper is dry, volunteers can sort and fold it. Folded
laundry can be returned and stored in its properly labeled drawer or cabinet in each of the
three Guest rooms.
Cleaning
Cleaning at ABODE is an on going opportunity for volunteers, especially after a Guest has
passed. The room must be thoroughly cleaned and made ready for our next Guest. Normally,
the hospice will remove the bed and any of their equipment before the room is cleaned.
Cleaning the rooms involves mopping the floor, dusting and vacuuming the furniture,
cleaning windows and blinds and fans. The bathrooms and shower areas must also be
thoroughly cleaned and disinfected. Volunteers will coordinate all Guest room cleaning with
the Navigator on duty. A checklist of cleaning duties will be provided. Check off and initial
each item on the checklist when completed.
Volunteers can also help with cleaning throughout the rest of the house and kitchen. This
cleaning will involve mopping floors and hallways, sweeping and vacuuming the rugs and
furniture. Cleaning the kitchen countertops, cooking surfaces, appliances, sinks and dining
room tabletops should be done every day. Cleaning the public restroom and laundry room is
also part of the general cleaning. All trash bags should be gathered and placed outside in
the brown trash bins alongside the carport. Any recyclable trash (in the bin in the pantry)
should be placed in the blue bins outside. The green bin is for organic material that can be
composted (normally leaves and outside material). Volunteers can do general cleaning
around the house and kitchen at anytime there is a need. If cleaning is your thing…have at it!
Assisting Our End of Life Navigators
Volunteers can assist the Navigator on duty when asked, especially if you have special skills
that include nursing or caretaking experience. A volunteer’s assistance will always be under
the direction of the Navigator. Opportunities include helping to reposition a Guest in bed,

feeding a Guest, helping them to the bathroom or onto a bedside commode. Other
opportunities include assisting the Navigator in changing diapers, dressings of all kinds and
removal of soiled linen, etc. Volunteers should always wear latex gloves when working with a
Guest and dispose of them in a sanitary manner when finished. The Navigator will instruct
the volunteer on standard procedures when assisting with a Guest. Not your cup of tea?
Don’t worry. Just let the Navigator know you would rather not assist in this way.
Special Events
There are many volunteer opportunities throughout the year to help in Special Events.
Opportunities include the Big Give, Luminarias and our Volunteer Quarterly Meetings.
Volunteers are always welcome to help with planning, setup and clean up and anything else
that makes the event a success.
Office/Administrative
Do you know your way around computers, printers and office equipment? Do you know
Word and Excel? Sometimes volunteer opportunities at ABODE exist in the office too. What
are your skills?
Other
Sometimes volunteer opportunities create themselves! As a volunteer, you may see the need
for a project that can help ABODE. It could be fundraising to carpentry. Got an idea? Talk it
over with ABODE staff.
All of the Above
Can’t make up your mind? How about all of the above? There is nothing that says you have
to volunteer in one area or the other. Versatility is a blessing. Be a general volunteer, a “jack
of all trades!” Whatever you decide, ABODE needs you.
Welcome to the ABODE family!

